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From acclaimed author of A Wolf Called Wander, Rosanne Parry welcomes readers into the Heartland in this tender coming-of-age story.
When Brother's dad is shipped off to Iraq, along with the rest of his reserve unit, Brother must help his grandparents keep the ranch going.
He’s determined to maintain it just as his father left it, in the hope that doing so will ensure his father’s safe return. The hardships Brother
faces will not only change the ranch, but also reveal his true calling.
"ACTIVE skills for reading is an exciting five-level reading series that develops learners' reading comprehension and vocabulary."--Container.
Designed for adult learners of American English, this text contains 24 topic-based units organized into eight themes. Texts can be selected by
topic, genre, reading skill or vocabulary skill. Extra activity sheets, key skills sheets and a word list complete this comprehensive reading
course.
An Easy to Digest Summary Guide... BONUS MATERIAL AVAILABLE INSIDE The Mindset Warrior Summary Guides, provides you with a
unique summarized version of the core information contained in the full book, and the essentials you need in order to fully comprehend and
apply. Maybe you've read the original book but would like a reminder of the information? Maybe you haven't read the book, but want a short
summary to save time? Maybe you'd just like a summarized version to refer to in the future?In any case, The Mindset Warrior Summary
Guides can provide you with just that. Secure Your Copy Today!!.. NOTE: To Purchase the "Flow: The Psychology of Optimal
Experience"(full book); which this is not, simply type in the name of the book in the search bar of Amazon
A proven program for enhancing students' thinking and comprehension abilities Visible Thinking is a research-based approach to teaching
thinking, begun at Harvard's Project Zero, that develops students' thinking dispositions, while at the same time deepening their understanding
of the topics they study. Rather than a set of fixed lessons, Visible Thinking is a varied collection of practices, including thinking
routines?small sets of questions or a short sequence of steps?as well as the documentation of student thinking. Using this process thinking
becomes visible as the students' different viewpoints are expressed, documented, discussed and reflected upon. Helps direct student thinking
and structure classroom discussion Can be applied with students at all grade levels and in all content areas Includes easy-to-implement
classroom strategies The book also comes with a DVD of video clips featuring Visible Thinking in practice in different classrooms.
Active skills for reading is an exciting five-level reading series that develops learners reading comprehension and vocabulary skills.
In his first work of narrative nonfiction, Matthew Pearl, bestselling author of acclaimed novel The Dante Club, explores the little-known true
story of the kidnapping of legendary pioneer Daniel Boone’s daughter and the dramatic aftermath that rippled across the nation. On a quiet
midsummer day in 1776, weeks after the signing of the Declaration of Independence, thirteen-year-old Jemima Boone and her friends Betsy
and Fanny Callaway disappear near the Kentucky settlement of Boonesboro, the echoes of their faraway screams lingering on the air. A
Cherokee-Shawnee raiding party has taken the girls as the latest salvo in the blood feud between American Indians and the colonial settlers
who have decimated native lands and resources. Hanging Maw, the raiders’ leader, recognizes one of the captives as Jemima Boone,
daughter of Kentucky's most influential pioneers, and realizes she could be a valuable pawn in the battle to drive the colonists out of the
contested Kentucky territory for good. With Daniel Boone and his posse in pursuit, Hanging Maw devises a plan that could ultimately bring
greater peace both to the tribes and the colonists. But after the girls find clever ways to create a trail of clues, the raiding party is ambushed
by Boone and the rescuers in a battle with reverberations that nobody could predict. As Matthew Pearl reveals, the exciting story of Jemima
Boone’s kidnapping vividly illuminates the early days of America’s westward expansion, and the violent and tragic clashes across cultural
lines that ensue. In this enthralling narrative in the tradition of Candice Millard and David Grann, Matthew Pearl unearths a forgotten and
dramatic series of events from early in the Revolutionary War that opens a window into America’s transition from colony to nation, with the
heavy moral costs incurred amid shocking new alliances and betrayals.
Readings chosen by teachers for skills work and discussion.
The old saying goes, ''To the man with a hammer, everything looks like a nail.'' But anyone who has done any kind of project knows a
hammer often isn't enough. The more tools you have at your disposal, the more likely you'll use the right tool for the job - and get it done right.
The same is true when it comes to your thinking. The quality of your outcomes depends on the mental models in your head. And most people
are going through life with little more than a hammer. Until now. The Great Mental Models: General Thinking Concepts is the first book in The
Great Mental Models series designed to upgrade your thinking with the best, most useful and powerful tools so you always have the right one
on hand. This volume details nine of the most versatile, all-purpose mental models you can use right away to improve your decision making,
productivity, and how clearly you see the world. You will discover what forces govern the universe and how to focus your efforts so you can
harness them to your advantage, rather than fight with them or worse yet- ignore them. Upgrade your mental toolbox and get the first volume
today. AUTHOR BIOGRAPHY Farnam Street (FS) is one of the world's fastest growing websites, dedicated to helping our readers master the
best of what other people have already figured out. We curate, examine and explore the timeless ideas and mental models that history's
brightest minds have used to live lives of purpose. Our readers include students, teachers, CEOs, coaches, athletes, artists, leaders,
followers, politicians and more. They're not defined by gender, age, income, or politics but rather by a shared passion for avoiding problems,
making better decisions, and lifelong learning. AUTHOR HOME Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
ACTIVE Skills for Reading is an exciting five-level reading series that develops learners' reading comprehension and vocabulary skills.
Written by reading specialist Neil J. Anderson, the new edition of this best-selling series uses an ACTIVE approach to help learners become
more confident, independent--and active--readers. ACTIVE Reading A = Activate Prior Knowledge C = Cultivate Vocabulary T = Think About
Meaning I = Increase Reading Fluency V = Verify Strategies E = Evaluate Progress
The long-awaited new edition of NAEYC's book Developmentally Appropriate Practice in Early Childhood Programs is here, fully revised and
updated! Since the first edition in 1987, it has been an essential resource for the early childhood education field. Early childhood educators
have a professional responsibility to plan and implement intentional, developmentally appropriate learning experiences that promote the
social and emotional development, physical development and health, cognitive development, and general learning competencies of each
child served. But what is developmentally appropriate practice (DAP)? DAP is a framework designed to promote young children's optimal
learning and development through a strengths-based approach to joyful, engaged learning. As educators make decisions to support each
child's learning and development, they consider what they know about (1) commonality in children's development and learning, (2) each child
as an individual (within the context of their family and community), and (3) everything discernible about the social and cultural contexts for
each child, each educator, and the program as a whole. This latest edition of the book is fully revised to underscore the critical role social and
cultural contexts play in child development and learning, including new research about implicit bias and teachers' own context and
consideration of advances in neuroscience. Educators implement developmentally appropriate practice by recognizing the many assets all
young children bring to the early learning program as individuals and as members of families and communities. They also develop an
awareness of their own context. Building on each child's strengths, educators design and implement learning settings to help each child
achieve their full potential across all domains of development and across all content areas.
With half a million copies in print, How to Read a Book is the best and most successful guide to reading comprehension for the general
reader, completely rewritten and updated with new material. A CNN Book of the Week: “Explains not just why we should read books, but how
we should read them. It's masterfully done.” –Farheed Zakaria Originally published in 1940, this book is a rare phenomenon, a living classic
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that introduces and elucidates the various levels of reading and how to achieve them—from elementary reading, through systematic skimming
and inspectional reading, to speed reading. Readers will learn when and how to “judge a book by its cover,” and also how to X-ray it, read
critically, and extract the author’s message from the text. Also included is instruction in the different techniques that work best for reading
particular genres, such as practical books, imaginative literature, plays, poetry, history, science and mathematics, philosophy and social
science works. Finally, the authors offer a recommended reading list and supply reading tests you can use measure your own progress in
reading skills, comprehension, and speed.

The surprising and compelling story of two rival geniuses in an all-out race to decode one of the world’s most famous
documents—the Rosetta Stone—and their twenty-year-long battle to solve the mystery of ancient Egypt’s hieroglyphs. The
Rosetta Stone is one of the most famous objects in the world, attracting millions of visitors to the British museum ever
year, and yet most people don’t really know what it is. Discovered in a pile of rubble in 1799, this slab of stone proved to
be the key to unlocking a lost language that baffled scholars for centuries. Carved in ancient Egypt, the Rosetta Stone
carried the same message in different languages—in Greek using Greek letters, and in Egyptian using picture-writing
called hieroglyphs. Until its discovery, no one in the world knew how to read the hieroglyphs that covered every temple
and text and statue in Egypt. Dominating the world for thirty centuries, ancient Egypt was the mightiest empire the world
had ever known, yet everything about it—the pyramids, mummies, the Sphinx—was shrouded in mystery. Whoever was
able to decipher the Rosetta Stone, and learn how to read hieroglyphs, would solve that mystery and fling open a door
that had been locked for two thousand years. Two brilliant rivals set out to win that prize. One was English, the other
French, at a time when England and France were enemies and the world’s two great superpowers. The Writing of the
Gods chronicles this high-stakes intellectual race in which the winner would win glory for both himself and his nation. A
riveting portrait of empires both ancient and modern, this is an unparalleled look at the culture and history of ancient
Egypt and a fascinating, fast-paced story of human folly and discovery unlike any other.
The International Bestseller 'With clarity and compassion, DiAngelo allows us to understand racism as a practice not
restricted to "bad people." In doing so, she moves our national discussions forward. This is a necessary book for all
people invested in societal change' Claudia Rankine Anger. Fear. Guilt. Denial. Silence. These are the ways in which
ordinary white people react when it is pointed out to them that they have done or said something that has - unintentionally
- caused racial offence or hurt. After, all, a racist is the worst thing a person can be, right? But these reactions only serve
to silence people of colour, who cannot give honest feedback to 'liberal' white people lest they provoke a dangerous
emotional reaction. Robin DiAngelo coined the term 'White Fragility' in 2011 to describe this process and is here to show
us how it serves to uphold the system of white supremacy. Using knowledge and insight gained over decades of running
racial awareness workshops and working on this idea as a Professor of Whiteness Studies, she shows us how we can
start having more honest conversations, listen to each other better and react to feedback with grace and humility. It is not
enough to simply hold abstract progressive views and condemn the obvious racists on social media - change starts with
us all at a practical, granular level, and it is time for all white people to take responsibility for relinquishing their own racial
supremacy. 'By turns mordant and then inspirational, an argument that powerful forces and tragic histories stack the deck
fully against racial justice alongside one that we need only to be clearer, try harder, and do better' David Roediger, Los
Angeles Review of Books 'The value in White Fragility lies in its methodical, irrefutable exposure of racism in thought and
action, and its call for humility and vigilance' Katy Waldman, New Yorker 'A vital, necessary, and beautiful book' Michael
Eric Dyson
"Originally developed for treatment of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), this evidence-based approach is now also
used to treat adults and children with complex trauma, anxiety disorders, depression, addictive behavior problems, and
other clinical problems. EMDR originator Francine Shapiro reviews the therapy's theoretical and empirical underpinnings,
details the eight phases of treatment, and provides training materials and resources. Vivid vignettes, transcripts, and
reproducible forms are included"--Amazon.com.
"Active Skills for Reading" is an exciting five-level reading series that develops learners' reading comprehension and
vocabulary skills. Written by reading specialist Neil J. Anderson, the new edition of this best-selling series uses an Active
approach to help learners become more confident, independent - and active-readers. Active Reading: A = Activate Prior
Knowledge; C = Cultivate Vocabulary; T = Think About Meaning; I = Increase Reading Fluency; V = Verify Strategies;
and E = Evaluate Progress.
ACTIVE Skills for Reading uses thematically organized non-fiction reading passages to teach reading comprehension
and vocabulary skills. Written by reading specialist Neil J. Anderson, this innovative series uses an ACTIVE reading
methodology to help learners become more confident, independent, and active readers.
Active Skills for Communication is an exciting new three-level series that develops learners' speaking and listening skills.
Written by ELT specialists Curtis Kelly and Chuck Sandy, with series consultant Neil J. Anderson, the series uses the
ACTIVE approach to help learners become more fluent, confident-and active-speakers of English. Each unit contains
easy-to-follow, step-by-step activities that lead toward a major speaking task. The tasks are based on real-life situations
and are designed to increase self confidence and foster positive attitudes towards learning English.
ACTIVE SKILLS FOR READING is an exciting reading series that uses thematicallly organized nonfiction reading passages to
teach reading comprehension and vocabulary skills. Written by reading specialist Neil Anderson, this innovative series uses an
ACTIVE reading methodology to help learners become more confident, independent -- and active -- readers of English.
Winner of the 2010 Non-Fiction National Book Award Patti Smith's evocative, honest and moving coming-of-age story of her
extraordinary relationship with the artist Robert Mapplethorpe
This book critically evaluates the complex relations between physical activity, health imperatives and cultural and social
opportunities in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs). The book explores the uncertainty of knowledge around physical
activity behavior and its distinctive meanings in LMIC contexts, the factors influencing physical activity, and how populations
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across the world understand and live the concept of physical activity. It discusses the key challenges and opportunities for
sustaining physical activity within geographically and culturally diverse contexts of LMICs; introduces the reader to contemporary
global physical activity approaches, models and policies; and presents case studies from around the world, including Asia, Africa,
South America, the Pacific and Europe. Overall, the text relates theory to practical examples to facilitate a better understanding of
physical activity in context, emphasizes the need for targeted, context-specific and locally relevant interventions to create PAenabling environments in LMICs, and highlights the role of a range of stakeholders, including policy makers and urban planners,
sport and recreation services, mass media, educators and the civil society in shaping population physical activity levels. Taken
together, this edited volume brings together the latest research on PA in LMICs from around the world, informs and directs future
research and necessary policy change towards the sustainable integration of PA opportunities, and seeks to ultimately foster and
promote population-based PA in LMIC settings. By presenting empirical data and policy recommendations, this text will appeal to
scholars, researchers and practitioners with an interest in physical activity research, public health, health promotion, sociology of
sport, and sports sciences in LMICs, as well as policy makers and experts working in health promotion, public health, sports and
fitness, but also in the urban planning and infrastructure and governmental industries.
Provides guidelines and examples for handling research, outlining, spelling, punctuation, formatting, and documentation.
Active skills for reading is an exciting five-level reading series that develops learners' reading comprehension and vocabulary
skills.
Active Skills for Communication is an exciting new three-level series that develops learners speaking and listening skills.Written by
ELT specialists Curtis Kelly and Chuck Sandy, with series consultant Neil J. Anderson, the series uses the ACTIVE approach to
help learners become more fluent, confident-and active-speakers of English. Each unit contains easy-to-follow, step-by-step
activities that lead toward a major speaking task. The tasks are based on real-life situations and are designed to increase self
confidence and foster positive attitudes towards learning English.

"Active Skills for Reading" is an exciting five-level reading series that develops learners' reading comprehension and
vocabulary skills. Written by reading specialist Neil J. Anderson, the new edition of this best-selling series uses an Active
approach to help learners become more confident, independent - and active-readers.
The second edition of this best-selling Python book (over 500,000 copies sold!) uses Python 3 to teach even the
technically uninclined how to write programs that do in minutes what would take hours to do by hand. There is no prior
programming experience required and the book is loved by liberal arts majors and geeks alike. If you've ever spent hours
renaming files or updating hundreds of spreadsheet cells, you know how tedious tasks like these can be. But what if you
could have your computer do them for you? In this fully revised second edition of the best-selling classic Automate the
Boring Stuff with Python, you'll learn how to use Python to write programs that do in minutes what would take you hours
to do by hand--no prior programming experience required. You'll learn the basics of Python and explore Python's rich
library of modules for performing specific tasks, like scraping data off websites, reading PDF and Word documents, and
automating clicking and typing tasks. The second edition of this international fan favorite includes a brand-new chapter
on input validation, as well as tutorials on automating Gmail and Google Sheets, plus tips on automatically updating CSV
files. You'll learn how to create programs that effortlessly perform useful feats of automation to: • Search for text in a file
or across multiple files • Create, update, move, and rename files and folders • Search the Web and download online
content • Update and format data in Excel spreadsheets of any size • Split, merge, watermark, and encrypt PDFs • Send
email responses and text notifications • Fill out online forms Step-by-step instructions walk you through each program,
and updated practice projects at the end of each chapter challenge you to improve those programs and use your
newfound skills to automate similar tasks. Don't spend your time doing work a well-trained monkey could do. Even if
you've never written a line of code, you can make your computer do the grunt work. Learn how in Automate the Boring
Stuff with Python, 2nd Edition.
Out of the thrilling and tempestuous eighteenth century comes the sweeping family saga of beautiful Maria Theresa, a
sovereign of extraordinary strength and vision, the only woman ever to inherit and rule the vast Habsburg empire in her
own name, and three of her remarkable daughters: lovely, talented Maria Christina, governor-general of the Austrian
Netherlands; spirited Maria Carolina, the resolute queen of Naples; and the youngest, Marie Antoinette, the glamorous,
tragic queen of France, perhaps the most famous princess in history. Unfolding against an irresistible backdrop of brilliant
courts from Vienna to Versailles, embracing the exotic lure of Naples and Sicily, this epic history of Maria Theresa and
her daughters is a tour de force of desire, adventure, ambition, treachery, sorrow, and glory. Each of these women's lives
was packed with passion and heart-stopping suspense. Maria Theresa inherited her father's thrones at the age of twentythree and was immediately attacked on all sides by foreign powers confident that a woman would to be too weak to
defend herself. Maria Christina, a gifted artist, who alone among her sisters succeeded in marrying for love, would face
the same dangers that destroyed the monarchy in France. Resourceful Maria Carolina would usher in the golden age of
Naples only to then face the deadly whirlwind of Napoleon. And, finally, Marie Antoinette, the doomed queen whose
stylish excesses and captivating notoriety have masked the truth about her husband and herself for two hundred and fifty
years.
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